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ALL-ENCOMPASSING FITNESS AND ENTERTAINMENT HUB

Introducing iConsole+: Elevate Your Fitness Experience with Zwift and Kinomap Integration

iConsole+ is not just a versatile fitness console; it's an all-encompassing fitness and entertainment hub designed to enhance your training experience to a whole new level. With a 
focus on user convenience and functionality, its 21.5-inch interactive screen serves as the ultimate tool to revolutionize your fitness journey.

Seamless Internet Connectivity:

Connectivity is key, and iConsole+ understands that. Seamlessly connect to the internet via Wi-Fi, opening up a world of online services and platforms at your fingertips. Stay in 
touch with friends and family through social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, or indulge in your favorite shows and movies on platforms such as Netflix, 
Amazon Prime Video, and YouTube. And yes, you can even shop on Amazon – all from the convenience of your fitness console.

Fitness at Its Core:

iConsole+ places a strong emphasis on fitness and workout options, catering to every aspect of your training regimen. But let's take it a step further by introducing Zwift and 
Kinomap integration.

Zwift Integration:

With Zwift integration, your indoor workouts are about to get a serious upgrade. Immerse yourself in a virtual world as you run, cycle, and compete with athletes from around the 
globe. Participate in virtual races, join group rides, and explore interactive maps that respond to your real-world effort. Transform your training sessions into exciting adventures 
that keep you motivated and engaged.

Kinomap Integration:

Bringing the world to your workout, Kinomap integration lets you experience the thrill of outdoor routes without leaving your home. Choose from an extensive library of real video 
routes that span the globe. Whether you're tackling the challenging hills of a famous race route or cruising through serene landscapes, Kinomap makes every workout a 
captivating journey.

Fitness Tracking Redefined:

iConsole+ takes fitness tracking to new heights. Create personalized profiles, track your training history, and monitor your progress over time. Choose from a variety of training 
modes including Quick Start, Interval Training, Constant Power, and Program Mode. In Program Mode, tailor your workouts by setting parameters such as time, level, distance, 
calorie goals, training methods, and even monitor your heart rate for optimal results.

Explore with Google Maps:

Imagine running through the streets of your favorite city or cycling along picturesque landscapes, all from the comfort of your home. iConsole+ integrates with Google Maps, 
allowing you to map out routes and virtually explore the world while you exercise. Every workout becomes an adventure waiting to unfold.

Personalized App Store:

To take your training options even further, iConsole+ features an app store where you can discover and download various fitness-related applications. From guided training 
sessions to specialized fitness programs, this app store ensures that your fitness journey remains dynamic and tailored to your goals.

In Summary:

iConsole+ isn't just a fitness console; it's a lifestyle enhancer. With its 21.5-inch screen, comprehensive fitness tracking, Zwift and Kinomap integration, Google Maps exploration, 
and personalized app store, it's the ultimate companion for anyone seeking to elevate their workout routine and stay engaged during exercise. Experience the future of fitness 
with iConsole+ and embrace a new era of training and entertainment.
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